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Mldfires erupt in Southern California 
With easing winds and cooler temperatures. 6,5()0 firefight-
ers were finally able to gain advantage Friday in their fight 
t 17 ruinous wildfires that have ravaged Southern 
California. 
So far, estimates show that the fires have consumed some 
59,000 acres, with the areas of Laguna Beach and Altadena 
being the hardest hit. In Laguna Beach alone, 330 homes were 
completely destroyed. 
President Clinton declared Federal emergencies in five coun­
ties, Los Angeles, Ventura, Riverside, Orange and San Diego, 
making residents eligible for Federal emergency aid. In all, 
595 homes and other structures were reported destroyed or 
ed in six counties. 
'The question now is whether we can get the fire lines to 
bold the fires within the perimeter," said Joe Stutler, a fire man­
agement officer with the United States Forest Service in 
verside. "It will be at least a week before we feel anywhere 
secure." 
ictory for Wisconsin turns tragic 
For the football team of the University of Wiscoasin, their 
victory Saturday over the University of Michigan led them one 
step closer to winning their first Big Ten Conference champi­
onship in 31 years. 
However, no one was prepared for the tragedy that erupted 
in its aftermath. 
Immediately following the game, some 12,000 fans charged 
the football field, resulting in a massive stampede that severely 
injured hundreds of students. According to University 
Officials, 13 patients remain hospitalized in serious condition. 
Susan Riseling, the university's security chief, said, When 
'he fence collapsed, officers found people underneath the rail­
ing and underneath the fences with the crowd coming over the 
f®ces, still. And officers began to come in and started to 





HOMECOMING EDITION 1993 
Masquerade festivities highlight homecoming weekend 




American Officials say key Haiti leaders were paid 
b y t h e  C . I . A .  *  r u  . . .  
According to American Officials, key members of the mih-
^ regime controlling Haiti were paid by the Centra 
intelligence Agency for government information. 
The members, who belong to the military icgime contro ing 
»w and who are blocking ihe return of its elected President 
"n-Bertrand Aristide. were paid for information from the^rnd 
pM'sat least until the 1991 coup that forced Mr. Anstide 
^ power. . , 
Officials said, "the C.I.A. cultivated, recruited andI patd gen-
and politicians for information about everything from 
COcaine smuggling to political ferment in Haiti. 
. A Government official familiar with the 
^eral of the principal players in the present si u 
c°%ensated by the U.S. Government." 
TWo 11-year-old boys on trial for murder 
** murder trial of two children opened in a co—j 
^eston, England on Tuesday for the killing of a erpo 
Ql< 
The two boys, whose names cannot be revealed 1°f 
^ ages, are Llieved to he the "youngest people to stand tnal 
11 fcfT f0r fet degree murder ',' online 2-year-old James N A and Boy B are on tnal for todtag, 5^ ̂  ̂  
get Prosecutors are trying to Pr0^ , brutally 
e a t  t h e y  w e r e  d o i n g  w h e n  t h e y  a b d u c t  .  s t o n e s  a n d  
a afittg him to death on a railroad track wi 
5avy piece of metal. , ttl„, tv,ev vid-
^b°yS have pleased not convicted, the 
aPPed and deliberately murdered little James. 
- ys c°nld face life in prison. 
This year's homecoming was 
unlike anything that UOP had 
ever seen. Gone were the late-
night attempts by students to fin­
ish making floats, and the tradi­
tional parade down Pacific Ave. 
on homecoming morning. 
Instead, Tiger fans were treat­
ed to a new spectacle last 
Saturday that featured a festival 
filled with face painting, pie toss­
ing, pumpkin carvings, speed 
pitching, booths and food that 
when put together, created 
"Masquerade Homecoming 
1993." 
In attempts to include the 
entire University community and 
more Stockton residents, the 
masquerade festivities drew some 
3,000 people according to 
University officials. 
Homecoming officially 
kicked-off on Friday evening 
with a bonfire pep rally that 
included a march around campus, 
motivational speaker and con­
cluding fireworks show. 
Complete with football players 
and coaches, cheerleaders and a 
live-band, the rally put into 
motion homecoming weekend. 
"For the first year, we proba­
bly had about 300 people. It's a 
great turn-out. I believe we've 
really got something good started 
here," said Advertising Director 
Bob Miller. 
Friday's guest speaker was 
Ben Parks, a UOP alumnus, 
coach, teacher and personal train­
er for such legendary athletes as 
Joe Montana, Roger Craig and 
Jerry Rice. 
Parks, known as the "Great 
Motivator," inspired many stu­
dents to gear-up for Saturday's 
game against the University of 





Amidst the hoopla and excite- . 
ment of homecoming weekend, 
ghosts, goblins and spooks galore 
awaited anxious fright-goers, as 
SouthWest Residence Hall pre­
sented its annual "Haunted 
House." 
According to Resident 
Director of SouthWest and 
University Apartments Lynne 
Sponaugle, an estimated 900 visi­
tors roamed the haunted halls of 
Southwest last Saturday evening 
from 7 p.m. to 11 p.m. 
"It was a lot of work, and our 
section was really rewarding," 
SouthWest resident Tana Cicero 
said. "We really got a great reac­
tion from the people that came 
through." 
As lines wrapped around the 
SouthWest building, inside, 
themes such as the "Hall of 
Pain," "The Headless Horseman 
from Sleepy Hollow," a "cave­
like" maze through the recreation 
room and "Hall of Witches" were 
created to scare onlookers out of 
their wits. 
Resident Assistant Shawn-
Windle said, "I thought the com­
munity involvement was cool. 
There were lots of kids. That's 
what makes the Haunted House. 
That's what gives it spirit." 
Planning for the big event 
began as early as September, 
when Resident Assistants in each 
section were given $140 to con­
struct the haunted themes. 
Presented as an annual event, 
this was the 21st year the haunted 
house has been scaring UOP stu­
dents and the Stockton communi­
ty. 
Student Tina Eng said, "It was 
really fun. The decorations were 
great and the community council 
that planned it did a really good 
job." 
3 
Students, faculty and Stockton residents came out to take part in the first 
annual 'Masquerade Homecoming 1993.' 
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According to MBA Program 
Director Dr. Ron Hoverstad, the 
new MBA program in the School 
of Business and Public 
Administration, is "running as 
smooth as can be expected for a 
new program." 
Implemented this fall, students 
can now obtain a master's degree 
in Business Administration from 
UOP. The average age of the 59 
students currently enrolled in the 
program is 30 and in which the 
percentage of full-time students 
is 46 percent. 
"I think the curriculum is one 
of the best around in terms of 
being right for the times- the 
1990s times," Hoverstad said. 
The idea of having an MBA 
program at UOP began in the fall 
of 1990 during a faculty retreat 
where one of the topics discussed 
was whether or not the program 
was going to be pursued. 
By the fall of 1991, an MBA 
committee was developed to pro­
pose curriculum, specify new 
courses and to conduct a compet­
itive analysis with other business 
schools in the Bay Area. 
"We were looking at schools 
such as St. Mary's, Santa Clara, 
Berkeley, Sacramento State 
University and the University of 
San Francisco to try and get an 
idea of what we needed," 
Hoverstad said. 
So far, the response has been 
very positive. This program has 
been a great opportunity especial­
ly for part-time students working 
for area companies who have 
heard about the MBA program at 
UOP. 
Hoverstad said, "This program 
makes it possible for people who 
want to obtain an MBA while 
working at the same time." 
The UOP MBA is a 16 course, 
48 unit program. For UOP stu­
dents, there is a five-year plan, 
which combines a bachelor's 
degree and MBA into five years 
of study. 
"I really think the five-year 
plan is a real boost if they are 
business students or not, especial­
ly for non-business students 
because it is a power boost with 
having a Liberal Arts degree 
combined with an MBA,' 
Hoverstad said. 
Also, current UOP students 
have the advantage of being able 
to fulfill many MBA require­
ments while completing their 
undergraduate programs because 
some courses count towards the 
General Education requirement. 
"We have a strong curriculum. 
If we begin to explore new 
options and continue to build on 
the past, I think we can really 
provide a service for the students. 
I think that is what it really is 
about," Hoverstad said. 
(continued from page D 
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MBA Program Director Dr. Ron Hoverstad says the master's program is 
off to a great start. 
One option that is in the 
process of being developed for 
the fall of 1995 is an entrepre­
neurial track that will "help peo­
ple who are starting or becoming 
involved in starting a business," 
according to Hoverstad. 
Also, the international market­
place is another area that is 
receiving extra attention. "We 
have a much more competitive 
international marketplace than 
ever before," Hoverstad said. 
The outlook for the future of 
the MBA program looks bright. 
"I'm hopeful that we can 
approach 100 students next year 
because that would be a great 
boost to the program," Hoverstad 
said. 
For interested students, there 
will be an Open House on 
Wednesday, Nov. 17 at 6 p.m. in 
Weber Hall room 102. The 
event, open to all majors, will be 
an extellent opportunity to learn 
more about the program. 
Correction 
A part of UOP history ended on Oct. 25 when one of the five original oak trees on campus was cut down. As one 
of the original trees on the campus when the University moved to Stockton from San Jose in 1924, the oak was cut 
because environmental officials believed it posed a safety hazard. Located in front of Burns Tower, the tree was 
beginning to lean precariously close to Pacific Ave., thus posing a possible threat to oncoming cars and crossing 
pedestrians. According to University officials, a historical marker will be placed to designate the remaining por­
tion of the oak tree as a historical monument. Cut portions have been donated to local charities. 
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College Press Service 
TUCSON, Ariz. — It is the 
fuel of all-nighters. 
The lifeblood that courses 
through the veins of college stu­
dents, pushing them on toward 
academic achievement. 
And sometimes, as a popular 
button proclaims, it is your only 
friend. 
It's caffeine, and students 
devour it in mass quantities. 
Maria Celes, a Union Square 
Cafe employee, said the 
University of Arizona Student 
Union restaurant sells about 15 
pounds of coffee and 2,400 
ounces of cola each day. 
And that's just the beginning. 
Add to that a daily total of about 
100 hot espressos, 15 gallons of 
cold espresso and six gallons of 
tea. 
Becky Snyder, another Union 
Square employee, said a female 
this summer drank three 32-
ounce cups of cafe au lait each 
day. She said it was not unusual 
for a regular cafe customer to 
drink three or four cups of some 
kind of coffee per day. 
Some students said they use 
caffeine to replace eating and 
sleeping. 
"When you only get two 
hours of sleep each night you 
really need it," said Colleen 
Graham, an English and French 
senior. She said caffeine became 
a regimen in her life when she 
had early classes her freshman 
year. 
Jennifer Webb, an English and 
German senior, said she recently 
had the choice of using her last 
three quarters for coffee or bus 
fare. 
"I walked home," she said, 
adding that the caffeine gave her 
enough energy to make the trek. 
Both said they have no plans 
to stop drinking caffeinated bev­
erages, and Graham added that 
she gets headaches when she 
doesn't have coffee regularly. 
Gary Wenk, a University of 
Arizona psychology professor, 
researched caffeine as a professor 
at Johns Hopkins University in 
Baltimore. "It seems to enchance 
mental function," Wenk said. 
Due to an error, a story on 
the University Copy Center in 
last Thursday's Pacifican incor­
rectly stated that, "Expensive 
textbooks can be duplicated for 
much less than the cost of buy­
ing a new book," 
According to A1 Warren, 
bookstore director, the story 
should have said, "It is cheaper 
for a faculty member to copy 
part of a textbook that was 
needed for a class, than have 
the student buy the total book. 
Warren also added that the 
'Book store staff acquires 
copyright permission from the 
publisher and pays the copy 
right fee, then the material is 
copied and sold to the student. 
Several faculty use this as a 
method of reducing cost to the 
student which we applaud." 
We apologize for any incon­
veniences this may have 
caused. 
MBA 
FOR UOP STUDENTS 
You are invited to an MBA Information Session 
for UOP students on Wednesday, November 17 
at 6:00 pjm in Room 102 of Weber HalL MBA 
MBA Program, discuss Rve-Year MBA/BA plans, 
answer your questions, and help you plan courses. 
Mark your calendar now and plan to attend. 
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Their journey continues this spring, when they begin their toKurrenfly is open only to married 
Louisiana and conclude in New York City. The number of universMr dents and students who are 
they will reach in total is 53. ,'n?'e parents. Gee had proposed 
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r1|EGE Students across the 
1 armed with credit 
fe Although the temptation to 
Lay lead to financial disas-
X some students, a majority 
L^ents control the urge to 
'wit, officials say. 
i survey of college student's 
jjling habits revealed that 
^ 90 percent of the students 
y said it was important for 
jn to have a credit card history 
ljejr own name, said Stuart 
immelfarb of Roper 
in New York. 
S promotes 
x  at  UOP 
That means recognizing the 
Ltance of not messing it up," 
mmelfarb said. 
According to Bob Moss, a 
jokesman for American 
jpsss, most of the college stu­
nts who use the American 
[verity of mining their credit by 
wiping more than they can 
Older ot Omega & Panhellenic/IFCifford. Card members are 
ram last Thursday in Raymond Great to pay the American 
bess card's balance at the end 
Project to hnd the Orip of AIDS on (the month, eliminating revolv-
as presented by the six founding mem- ing credit and high interest rates 
s and who have just recently graduateffcremaining balance. 
"College students tend to 
S was to focus their message on tty 
se the college students they speak 
how the AIDS vims is spread and pre-
ipress card understand the 
understand that they have 
the bill iN full each 
Moss said. 
According to Moss, some stu­
dents prefer to use a credit card 
that must be paid off each month 
b e c a u s e  t h e y  h a v e  " b u i l t - i n  
financial discipline." 
Moss said that the college stu­
dents who use the American 
Express have about the same or a 
lower default rate than the gener­
al public. He said it is American 
Express '  policy to  withhold 
information about the demo­
graphics of their card holders. 
According to Roper's survey 
of 4,000 full-time students on 
100 college campuses, students 
are not going on massive shop­
ping sprees with their credit 
cards. Himmelfarb said most of 
the college students surveyed are 
using the cards for their conve­
nience and managing their debt 
by not charging more than they 
can afford. 
Moss said most college stu­
dents who use American Express 
charge between $100 to $200 per 
month. 
The credit card companies are 
targeting students on college 
campuses and are tapping into a 
market that they hope will pay 
off in the future by building a 
strong relationship while the stu­
dents are in school, said Mark 
Hamil, a support specialist for 
NationsBank's credit department 
in New York. 
Roper's survey said that 56 
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COLUMBUS, Ohio — A 
to open Ohio State 
Hversi ty'S fami ly-housing 
ex to gay and lesbian cou-
>was quietly shelved after 
W E. Gordon Gee ran into 
resistance from Board of 
members and state LEG­
ATE 396-unit Buckeye Village 
GENTLY is open only to married 
'•"dents and students who are 
'̂E parents. Gee had proposed 
SAY and lesbian couples who 
;D an affidavit of "domestic 
ERship" also be allowed to 
IN the complex. 
LAST before the fall term start-
' GEE announced that he was 
"ing the proposal, indi-
§ that the Board of Trustees 
I like the idea. 
'I was really the political 
reason it did not go through at 
this time," said Phil Martin, 
director of Gay, Lesbian and 
Bisexual Student Services. 
Martin also noted that Gee 
removed a provision from the 
original proposal which would 
have allowed unmarried couples 
to live in the family-housing 
complex. 
Martin said he believes the 
university will address the issue 
again at a later point. Twenty 
other institutions of higher edu 
cation already have approved 
plans to allow gay and lesbian 
couples to live in university 
housing, he said. 
"Evidently, it was not the 
right time for the university 
and it (the plan) got a lot of resis­
tance from lawmakers," Martin 
said. "It will probably sit for a 
while, but it will come back." 
Ohio lawmakers also raisec 
objections about the plan, with 
one Republican legislator, Rep. 
Michael Fox, introducing a bill 
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percent of undergraduate students 
have a credit card. 
"We're hoping that if they 
establish credit with us and we 
treat them right, that down the 
road when it comes time to buy a 
car that they'll come to us," 
Hamil said. 
Despite their lack of credit his­
tory, many college students are 
deemed worthy of credit without 
a co-signer. 
American Express, 
NationsBank and Discover take 
outstanding student loans, 
employment and credit history 
into consideration when review­
ing a credit application. 
American Express card hold­
ers pay a $55 annual membership 
fee. Discover and Nationsbank 
card members have no annual 
fee, and these credit cards have 
no special incentives for college 
students. 
According to Cathy 
Lambrechts, a spokeswoman for 
Discover, there are no guidelines 
for college student credit limits; 
the limit is based on the appli­
cant's qualifications. The interest 
rate is the same for all card hold­
ers at 18.9%. 
Credit card companies are 
seeking college students because 
they usually do not already have 
credit cards and because they are 
active consumers. 
According to Roper's 
research, 55 percent of college 
students in the nationwide survey 
worked either full time or part 
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time while attending college and 
85 percent of students worked 
either full time or part time dur­
ing the summer. 
Students can have a large 
amount of discretionary income, 
making them attractive candi­
dates for credit cards, 
Himmelfarb said. 
According to spokespersons at 
Nationsbank and American 
Express, college students who 
use their credit cards actually 
have a lower failure rate than the 
general public. 
"They pretty much watch 
what they're doing," a 
Nationsbank spokesman said. 
College students may see their 
undergraduate years as the per­
fect time to establish credit 
because it is available to them 
everywhere. 
Nationsbank, American 
Express and Discover all use on-
campus marketing to target stu­
dents. The credit card companies 
have applications for college stu­
dents, which ask for a copy of a 
student identification card or 
tuition bill in addition to other 
financial information. 
Students can also be tempted 
by gifts for filling out credit card 
applications. Himmelfarb said 
these students are adults who see 
credit cards as a form of financial 
security because the card is avail­
able for emergencies. 
"They really are running a 
household and a credit card is a 
valuable tool," Himmelfarb said. 
Shopping guide rates 
responsible corporations 
Diana Smith 
College Press Service 
Thinking about plunking 
down $50 for a new pair of Gap 
jeans? Think again, according to 
a new shopping guide compiled 
by a public interest research 
group that gives young con­
sumers the scoop on politically 
correct purchases. 
"Students Shopping 4 A 
Better World," written and pub­
lished by The Council on 
Economic Priorities, rates hun­
dreds of multinational corpora­
tions on their records on the envi­
ronment, employment of women 
and minorities and disclosure 
practices, as well as taking spe­
cial note of policies on animal 
testing and investments in South 
Africa. 
As companies have discov­
ered, young people are big busi-
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ness. Teenage Research 
Unlimited, a youth marketing 
think tank in Illinois, estimates 
that teen-agers spent $93 billion 
of their own money and parents' 
money in 1992, according to a 
July 6, 1993, story in The 
Washington Post. 
"Students Shopping 4 A 
Better World" is the Council on 
Economic Priorities' attempt to 
channel that spending to compa­
nies that demonstrate social 
responsibility and to help young 
people learn how to flex their 
economic muscles. 
"Look at it this way: Every 
time you spend a dollar to buy 
something a company sells, 
you're sending a message. You're 
saying you not only like the com­
pany's clothes or candy or cas­
settes, you also support the way 
they do business," the book's 
introduction says. 
For example, the guide takes 
The Gap Inc. to task for some 
poor environmental habits 
(stonewashing jeans for that 
trendy "worn" look creates pol­
lution because of the chemicals 
involved), while praising the 
company 's recent  recyc l ing  
3 
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Student has no 
home to return to 
Arlin Crisco 
College Press Service 
GAINESVILLE, Fla. Unlike most college students, Milica 
Stojnic won't be going home for the holidays this year. 
Her home no longer exists. 
Stojnic said the war in Bosnia has destroyed her hometown of 
Sarajevo and has made refugees of her family. 
Speaking before an honors student forum recently at the 
University of Florida, Stojnic said the war has nearly destroyed her 
generation of Slavs, separating them from their families and tearing 
apart their homeland. 
"It has deprived our generation of our old way of life," she said. 
While living in San Diego as a high school exchange student last 
year, Stojnic said she couldn't believe fighting had broken out in 
Sarajevo. 
"It seemed like the war was happening somewhere else," she 
said. "When they told me, my eyes filled up with tears. I thought I 
was going crazy." 
Her mother reassured her their family was safe, even though sol­
diers fought just outside their house. 
But troops destroyed the phone lines to Stojnic's neighborhood a 
week later, cutting off news from her family. 
"It was the most horrifying experience of my life," Stojnic said. 
I didn't know if that time I saw them at the airport on the day of my 
departure would be the last time I'd ever see them." 
Stojnic later learned her mother and grandfather escaped Sarajevo 
and settled in the safer city of Belgrade before shelling destroyed 
their old apartment. 
But her father may not have been as lucky. 
"I haven't heard from him in a year and a half," she said. "I have 
no idea where he is, or if he's alive." 
Henry Isleib, who has worked as a United Nations volunteer in 
Bosnia, told the UF forum Stojnic's family is one of millions that 
have been forced from their homes. 
He said the United Nations does its best to supply food and shelter 
to the homeless, despite sniper attacks and a supply shortage. 
"Winters are especially brutal," he said. "Once, we didn't have a 
supply truck come in for a month. There just wasn't enough for all 
the people." 
Isleib said his two tours in Vietnam didn't prepare him for the 
fighting in Bosnia. 
"ft just isn't an ordinary war," he said. "A lot of people fighting 
are suffering from mass hysteria." 
Stojnic agreed. 
"This is not good guys vs. bad guys," she said. "Everyone is 
fighting each other." 
Stojnic said she misses her home city every day and would like to 
go back to help the refugees, but concedes the war has destroyed her 
country. 
"There is no future for young people there anymore," she said. 
But Stojnic said she still holds some hope for her country. 
"I hope when the war is over our Sarajevo generation can get 
together like the good old times," she said. 
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effor ts . The Gap also owns 
Banana Republic, shoe and chil­
dren's clothing stores. 
But the book takes a swing at 
the company for refusing to 
release information to the coun­
cil, which analyzes information 
about hundreds of companies for 
newsletters, books and other pub­
lications. So the guide gives The 
Gap a rather dubious endorse­
ment. 
"This company will not talk to 
anyone on the outside," the book 
says. "The Gap calls this 'not 
politicizing the clothes.' Just 
because the company wouldn't 
tell us anything does not neces­
sarily mean it is socially irrespon­
sible. But for a company this big 
to keep secrets is irresponsible." 
On the other hand, the council 
gives high marks to Sony, saying 
the company generally "works 
hard to get involved in American 
communities and to help young 
Americans learn more about 
Japanese culture and customs." 
The guide lists many individ-
. | ual products such as Levi's jeans, 
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Patties, McDonald's, Wheaties 
and others ,  with  informat ion 
about the companies that make 
the products. 
The book also gives tips on 
viewing advertising more critical­
ly, information about banks and 
credit card companies, and health 
and safety regulations for teens 
who work in fast-food restau­
rants. 
The council was founded i n  
1969 by Alice Tepper Marlin, a 
former securities analyst and 
labor economist at Burnham & 
Co., because few independent 
organizations were keeping tabs 
on companies' environmental 
and hiring records. 
The council gathers informa­
tion for the book by distributing 
questionnaires to the companies, 
company publications, telephone 
interviews, libraries, government 
agencies and special interest 
groups such as the Rainforest 
Action Network ,  Sierra  Club 
Legal Defense Fund and the 
Humane Society. After months of 
research, the ratings are then sent 
to the corporations with requests 
for updates. If information is not 
available or incomplete, the com­
pany gets an "I" rating for that 
category. 
More information about the 
council's books and publications 
can be obtained from the Council 
on Economic Priorities, 30 Irving 
Place, New York, N.Y. 10003-
0194. 
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College Press Service 
Dana Getzinger didn't worry 
much about being a crime victim 
until Jan. 17, 1988. That was the 
date the University of Georgia 
sophomore was stabbed in the 
chest as she lay in bed in an off-
campus apartment. 
In the early morning hours, a 
man in a ski mask and gloves 
slipped in through'a sliding glass 
door and crept past sleeping 
roommates in the apartment. 
Getzinger woke up with a pillow 
over her face. She fought off her 
attacker and felt a sudden pain in 
her chest. She thought the man 
had punched her, but the blow 
turned out to be a knife that 
pierced her aorta and liver. 
If it hadn't been for the quick 
work of friends who heard the 
commotion and two fortunate cir­
cumstances — an ambulance 
happened to be in the neighbor­
hood and a cardiovascular sur­
geon was on duty at the hospital 
— Getzinger likely would have 
died. Instead she was on 
the operating table in 16 
minutes. 
Later, Getzinger would dis­
cover that her experience was not 
uncommon, but there was no way 
students and parents could make 
an informed decision about the 
safety of a particular college, on 
or off campus, because no one 
was keeping statistics on crimes 
involving students. After under­
going two heart operations, 
Getzinger decided that she had to 
do something to let college stu­
dents and their parents know 
more about how to protect them­
selves. 
She founded Safe Campuses 
Now, which was instrumental in 
persuading Georgia and 
Tennessee legislators to pass laws 
that require police agencies to 
note in crime reports whether a 
student was involved in a crime. 
That gives groups such as Safe 
Campuses Now the ability to 
track crimes against students both 
off and on campus. So far, those 
two states are the only ones in the 
nation where such statistics are 
being recorded. 
In most states, "the schools 
have absolutely no responsibility, 
except a moral one, to make stu­
dents aware of crime that occurs 
off campus, and that's where 
most students live," Getzinger 
said. "There's a false sense of 
security among students. They 
think they're living in a safe 
haven." 
Currently colleges are required 
to report crimes that occur on 
campuses to the federal govern­
ment and provide annual statis­
tics to students and parents. 
Getzinger was one of the crime 
victims who went to Washington 
to testify before Congress on 
behalf of the legislation. But no 
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crimes against students off cam­
pus, and the result is that colleges 
can report that no rapes occurred 
on campus in 1992, when in fact, 
four to five rapes might have 
occurred just a few blocks from 
campus. 
"That's a joke. It's just not 
fair," Getzinger said. 
Although she currently lives in 
Chicago and no longer directly 
works with the organization, 
Getzinger hopes to see more Safe 
Campuses Now chapters and off-
campus crime reporting estab­
lished in other states as well. 
"Most college students live off 
campus, they party off campus, 
and most crime occurs off cam­
pus," said Nancy Zechella, 
administrative director of Safe 
Campuses Now in Athens, Ga. 
"We would love to have this law 
passed in all of the states." 
For instance, on July 16 in 
Athens, an assailant broke into a 
college student's apartment, 
forced two women to drive to an 
ATM and withdraw money, and 
then sexually assaulted them. 
Three cases of assault and bat­
tery, three residential burglaries, 
seven thefts and one armed 
robbery, among other 
crimes, were also reported 
that week. 
After Safe Campuses Now 
started gathering the statistics, the 
oJIol 
crime. 
Safe Campuses Now chapters 
are currently operating at the 
University of Georgia and 
University of Tennessee-
Knoxville campuses. 
A chapter opened at the 
University of Florida in 
Gainesville, but it since has 
closed. Nine college students 
have been murdered in the 
Gainesville area in the past three 
years, all off campus, while 
another student disappeared four 
years ago without a trace. Seven 
of the students attended the 
University of Florida, while two 
others attended Santa Fe 
Community College. Tiffany 
Sessions, a University of Florida 
finance major who disappeared in 
February 1989, has never been 
on their sliding glass dj Corps Program of the U.S 
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•'Learning From the Heart," a 
student-initiated program 
prompted by the tragic shooting 
j nearby Cleveland Elementary 
School in 1989, is now part of the 
first round of funding for the 
Student Mentoring 
Corps Program of the U.S. 
Department of Education. In a 
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students will earn credit while 
giving one to two hours per 
week assisting a middle school 
student. 
As part of the nationwide 
effort to provide support and 
guidance to youth, Congress 
amended the National Literacy 
Corps Act in the summer of 1992 
to include mentoring. Since 1990, 
the Anderson Y Center has 
served as a student mentoring 
pilot project through a Carnegie 
Corporation funded effort to 
determine the impact of universi-
flON ASUOP, 
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Anderson Y Center's mentoring 
initiatives. Members volunteer to 
assist university students and 
younger students in exploring 
careers in education. 
Course instructor Scott Evans, 
the director of the Writing 
Assessment Program, has pub­
lished many articles and poems 
and is an active volunteer in 
youth programs in his hometown 
of Davis. 
"Learning From the Heart," 
Pacific's Student Mentoring 
Corps, will be supported for 
four years at a total of 
$99,000. 
Pacific Literacy Corps, the 
first joint project between the 
Benerd School of Education and 
the Anderson Y Center project, is 
in its second year with students in 
a variable unit course taught by 
Dr. Margaret Langer and tutoring 
children at the Manchester 
Bridges Family Literacy Project 
and the Park Village Tutor 
Center. 
Students interested in either 
Learning From the Heart or 
Pacific Literacy Corps are invited 
to an introductory dinner meet­
ing. Call 946-2444 for more 
information. 
Take It To the Streets 
Fran Abbott 
Director, Anderson Y Center 
"Gainesville shouldn't be si concerns regarding the quality of the showings, please contact 
gled out as atypical," he sail Patrick Naessens at 946-2174. If you have suggestions for films you 
There is a significant escalatin wou"d '^e t0 see next semester' please call Cary Lamey at 946-
" 2233. 
Ex-CIA agent Peter James will be giving a presentation today at 
going to have to prepare theJ 'Pm' 'n ^e Faye Spanos Concert Hall. It is free to all ASUOP stu­
dents, so bring your student ID card and your friends tonight! 
UPBEAT is sponsoring a trip to the San Francisco Exploratorium 
this Sunday, Nov. 7. The cost is only five dollars for EVERY­
THING, so sign up now in the McCaffrey Center Game Room. 
There is a Senate meeting this Monday night at 9 p.m. in the 
McCaffrey Center Conference Room. Time is set aside at the begin­
ning of each meeting for students to come and express their views. 
Come "get connected!" 
Student Issues 
One of the topics brought up during our student survey was the 
need for improved road conditions at UOP. While discussing this 
issue with the Board of Regents, the suggestion was brought for­
ward to remove some of the roads that cut across campus and 
replace them with lawns. Granted, certain roads must be kept open 
for delivery and emergency purposes, but others are just eye sores. 
How do you feel about this issue? It would make the campus look 
tetter, but it would also force many students to use bicycles for 
transportation and new parking lots would have to be arranged. We 
were caught off guard by this suggestion, so we need to know what 
you think of this idea. Would it hinder UOP more than it would 
telp? Tell us what you think by sending your name, social security 
"umber (so we know you really exist) and your opinion to Jay-Jay 
i-ord c/o ASUOP through campus mail. This issue has the potential 
to affect everyone, so make your voice heard. 
ASUOP will be having a meeting with the Student Life 
Committee of the Board of Regents on Monday, Nov. 15. If there is 
511 issue you would like us to address at that luncheon, please con-
kot the ASUOP office. . . 
lf you are interested in serving on a Motivation & Uni y 
Committee which will meet strictly to come up with ideas on ow 
,0 motivate the students of UOP, please contact Jay-Jay Lord at 
A$U0P (946-2233). I would like to thank everyone w o as 
^Ponded so far. I will be contacting you regarding a meeting in e 
Very near future. 
Did you know ? 
• An estimated 700,000 high school seniors graduate each year as 
functional illiterates. 
• Every 10 seconds of every school day a student drops out of 
school. 
• Drag and alcohol abuse cost the nation an estimated $144 billion a 
year in treatment, lost productivity, criminal justice expenditures and 
deaths. 
But, you can make a difference. 
Think about it. It is holiday time. And, guess what? You are the 
gift! So mark your calendars now and sign up for the following great 
holiday service opportunities. Do your part in changing our world. 
V Do holiday gift wrapping to raise funds for substance free events 
for children. You will be at Weberstown Mall from 12 p.m. to 4 p.m. 
Why not raise funds, instead of spending them? Choose any or all of 
the following dates: Nov. 30, Dec. 8 and 9, 14-16. To sign up or get 
mere information call Julie Devore at 468-2962. 
V Be a chess coach for 2-4 hours per week at Webster Middle 
School (by Interstate 5, just west of campus). Chess sets and training 
are provided. To sign up call Steve Sigmiller at the A.G. Edwards Co., 
957-8100 Monday through Friday from 6 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
V Help the Kennedy Center anti-poverty agency by volunteering 
time Monday through Friday from 1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Choose the 
times you can work. The Kennedy Center also needs safe holiday toys 
as gifts. This would make a great service project for your organization. 
Call Margaret Velasquez at 468-3986. 
V Register for the new "Crossculture Literacy Tutoring" class spring 
semester and earn two to four units while you provide a child with an 
avenue to reading and writing. See your course schedule and call the 
Anderson Y Center at 946-2444. 
V Register for the new "Community Mentoring for Academic 
Success" and earn three units while offering guidance and support to a 
middle school youth. Call the Anderson Y Center at 946-2444 for 
details. 
Pacific choirs to present 
Choralfest '93 
The choirs from the University 
of the Pacific Conservatory of 
Music will present their opening 
concert on Friday, Nov. 5, at 8 
p.m. in the Faye Spanos Concert 
Hall. Admission will be $3 for 
general seating and free to Pacific 
students with ID cards or children 
twelve and under. 
The Pacific Singers, Oriana 
Choir and University Chorus will 
share the evening under conduc­
tor director of choral activities at 
the UOP Conservatory of Music 
for 1993-94 season, Dr. Donald 
M. Kendrick. The concert will 
feature choral works from Africa, 
Canada and America, along with 
Mozart's "Regina Coeli" for 
choir and chamber orchestra. 
A visiting professor, 
Kendricks comes to Pacific from 
California State University, 
Sacramento where he is the 
director of choral activities. He is 
also conductor of the Sacramento 
Symphony Chorus and is the 
artistic director of the 
Sacramento Children's Choir. 
Kendrick is in high demand as a 
guest conductor and clinician and 
has chosen to bring his experi­
ence and enthusiasm to the 
Pacific campus. 
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Thursday, Nov. 4 
Dining Services Committee 
meeting, Redwood Room, 12 
p.m. 
President Ashley's STATE 
OF THE CAMPUS REPORT, 
Faye Spanos Concert Hall, 12 
p.m. 
Crew meeting, WPC 213, 12 
p.m. 
Academic Council meeting, 
McCaffrey Center Conference 
Room, 3 p.m. 
R.O.A.D. Self Defense and 
Personal Awareness Class, 
Grace Covell Tiger Lounge, 4 
pJTL 
MECHA, Student Service 
Group, meeting, WPC 123, 5 
p.m. 
Language Tables, Bechtel 
Center, 5:30 p.m. 
Global Nomads, General 
Meeting, Bechtel Center 
Conference Room, 6 p.m. 
UPBEAT "SPY" Lecture, 
Faye Spanos Concert Hall, 7 
p.m. 
College Life Christian 
Fellowship, McCaffrey Center 
Static Attic, 8 p.m. 
Korean American Student 
Association Bible Study, WPC 
122, 8 p.m. 
UPBEAT Films, THE FIRM. 
McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m. 
Friday, Nov. 5 
R.O.A.D. Substance Abuse 
Committee Meeting, McCaffrey 
Center Conference Room, 8:30 
a.m. 
Chi Alpha Christian 
Fellowship, WPC 140,8 p.m. 
UPBEAT Films, THE FIRM, 
McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m. 
Saturday, Nov. 6 
R.O.A.D. Conference, 
Common Room/Great Hall, 9 
a.m. 
Alpha Phi Omega, 
Lecture/Service Project, 
Classroom Building 238, 12 
p.m.1 
Phi Alpha Delta, Initiation 
Reception, Regents Dining 
Room, 8:30 p.m. 
UPBEAT Films, THE FIRM, 
McCaffrey Center Theatre, 8 
p.m. 
Sunday, Nov. 7 
Mass, Morris Chapel, 9:30 
a.m. and 8 p.m. 
Ecumenical Services, Morris 
Chapel, 11 a.m. 
Delta Sigma Pi Pledge meet­
ing, McCaffrey Center 
Conference Room, 7 p.m. 
UPBEAT Films, THE FIRM, 
McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m. 
Monday, Nov. 8 
P.A.W.S. Admission 
Presentation, Buck Recital Hall, 
10:30 a.m. 
R.O.A.D. Student Support 
Group, WPC 122,4 p.m. 
SHAC, the Student Health 
Advisory Committee, Health 
Center Conference Room, 5 p.m. 
Public Safety Gang 
Presentation, McCaffrey Center 
Theatre, 7 p.m. 
R.O.A.D. Committee meet-
(See Campus page 12) 
Student survey results 
(Continued from October 28 issue) 
As promised, here are the results of the student surveys continued 
from last week's issue. 
Road Conditions 
2.97 was the average rating of road conditions on a scale of 1 to 10 
78% felt the road conditions have a negative effect on UOP's image 
91% felt campus roads should be repaved 
Student Center 
68% felt the Summit was an adequate "hang out" 
61% felt the McCaffrey Center TV Lounge was an adequate "hang 
out" 
89% felt the students of UOP need a "student center" the most 
popular feature was the idea of a coffeehouse 
Thank you for your responses. 
For over two decades, the 
College of the Pacific Student 
Association (COPA) has been 
representing students' views to 
the administration of the College 
of the Pacific (COP). However, 
COPA does much more than sim­
ply serve as a representative, it 
supports the will of and activities 
the COP student body. 
For example, some weeks ago 
it came to my attention that the 
landscapers were using blowers 
and weed-trimmers on the lawns 
as early as 8 a.m. COPA has 
brought this fact to the attention 
of the university and is working 
to secure a policy that will 
limit the use of high-volume 
machinery during midterms and 
finals. 
COPA benefits COP students 
through the funding of clubs and 
organizations in which students 
are involved. Additionally, it pro­
vides financial resources to 
upperclassmen engaged in 
Pacific Arts Woodwind 
Quintet  to  perform 
The Pacific Arts Woodwind Quintet, the resident woodwind quintet 
of the University of the Pacific Conservatory of Music, will present a 
recital of music ranging from the Romantic era to the contemporary on 
Monday, Nov. 8, at 8 p.m. in the Faye Spanos Concert Hall. General 
admission will be $3. Pacific students and children 12 and under will 
be admitted free of charge. 
Works to be performed in the program include "Quintet," written by 
John Steinmetz in 1984; Lalo Schifrin's jazzy Woodwind Quintet "La 
Nouvelle Orleans," written in 1987; and August Klughardt's "Quintet, 
Opus 79," an emotional and picturesque composition from the era of 
Romanticism in the 1800's. 
The Pacific Arts Woodwind Quintet has been presenting concerts, 
clinics and symposiums throughout the West for over twenty years. 
Their artistry as performers is proven by their demand as recitalists and 
clinicians. The quintet members are all part of the music faculty of 
UOP's Conservatory of Music. They are Mathew Krejci, flute; 
Thomas Nugent, oboe; William C. Dominik, clarinet; Donald 
DaGrade, bassoon; and Geoige L. Nemeth, horn. 
COPA available to listen 
to students'  needs 
Pete Delacruz 
COPA Vice-President 
research projects. All clubs that 
are not closed societies and bene­
fit the university through their 
existence are welcome to apply 
for funding. 
While COPA exists to support 
COP students, it works toward 
the benefit of other university stu­
dents as well. In order to bring 
diverse fields of thought on the 
social and political issues of 
today, COPA financially supports 
both the World On Wednesday 
and Cross Currents lecture series. 
COPA will continue to support 
COP students and the university 
as long as its services are 
required. COPA meets every 
Tuesday evening at 5:30 p.m. in 
its new office, 138 Wendell 
Phillips Center. The sessions are 
open to everyone, so we hope 
that you will stop by and "check 
us out." Thank you, President 
Cameron Bailey, Vice-President 
Pete Delacruz and Office 
Manager Bonnie Rothschild. 
The Pacifican»Novemh. 
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IEDITORIAL Distasteful cartoon 
Something to think about.. 
Did anyone get a chance to look at the results of the ASUOP 
student survey that approximately 1500 students took? Well if you did 
not it is a must see. Alot of you would be surprised at the results, 
specially if you have a particular interest in the areas the question­
naire focused on like the football program. 
Remember when everyone was degrading our athletic depart­
ment and how the school was pumping entirely too much money into 
athletics. Some students even expressed that "We don't win anyway, 
why spend all of our money on them?" Well, well, well-it seems to 
tave been a misnomer because 82% of the students surveyed felt 
financial support to the team should be continued in future budgets 
That means only 18% felt that it was a waste of time. It goes to show 
that College Football is what people want and it is what brings vitality 
to a university. Its what makes some young high school students gel 
that initial urge to want to apply to a school (before they realize that 
academics are important too). Football is what gives glory to a school 
it gives it appeal. Sure we're looking for a good education, but if we 
lad choice of two very reputable schools academically(which there are 
more than two) would you choose apathetic UOP or a school with 
jride and spirit. What school paraphernalia have you bought (non 
UOP) that wasn't Ivy League, or had an infamous athletic program? Il 
is something to think about 
Another very interesting topic that I would like to mention is 
student representation on the Board of Regents. What I find humorous 
about the whole issue is that UOP was established in 1851 and I know 
this cannot be the first time this has come up. It has been 142 years 
since UOP opened its doors and we have not been given a chance to be 
truly heard. It makes you wonder why we are in jeopardy of loosing 
our accreditation. Not that it is a deciding factor but it does shed light 
on a ultraconservative university that claims to have our best interests 
at heart when they do not even know what those interests entai 
Without representation, they might never know. We as students at this 
university need to let the administration know our concerns. This 
school was historically established to serve those enrolled, now who 
does it serve? It is up to us to make sure our needs are being met! 
Think about it, write a letter, and send it in. 
I am responding to your 
decision to include the "car­
toon" called "Spermites" by 
Shan Swoverland in the October 
21 issue. It had a Christian sol­
dier and Muslim soldier. The 
Muslim soldier has his sword 
cut and is saying "Let me tell 
you something Christian, I 
believe in a life after death just 
like you. i also have a God that 
I worship and pray to. What 
makes you think that you are 
better than me? The color of 
your skin and that cross on your 
chest?" 
I am very offended by 
this so called cartoon. First of all, 
where is the humor in attacking 
somebody's religion? 
1 Second, Christians do 
not think that they are better than 
anybody else! We as Christians 
acknowledge that we are sinners 
just like everyone else, and we do 
not deserve the grace God has 
given us. The bible tells us that 
we as Christians need to humbly 
consider others better than our 
selves(Philippians 2:3). 
Thirdly, what does the 
color of a person's skin have to 
do with their religion? Jesus him­
self was dark skinned and all of 
the first Christians were also. I 
can guarantee you that there are 
Christians who are of African, 
Anglo, Asian, Portuguese, 
Hawaiian, Jewish, and Hispanic 
descents. All of whom are stu­
dents on this campus. 
Finally, the cross that a 
person wears is not a symbol that 
we wear to show off. It is some­
thing to remind us of the price 
that our Lord paid for us. I am 
very disappointed that The 
Pacifican chose to place this "car­
toon" in its publication. It has 
upset many Christians and I fear 
it will cause even more tension 




Top Ten reasons why 
you SHOULD smoke •  • •  
10. Does wonders for your breath. 
9. Black is in this year for lungs. 
8. Sure way to get emphysema. 
7. It's real cool to blow smoke in your friend's face. 
6. Good way to achieve that yellow tinted look on 
your teeth. 
5. Marlboro is a good Winter scent 
4. Makes you feel like a man/woman. 
3. Makes your clothes have a nice clean smell. 
2. Smoking makes you look really sexy. 
1. Hey.J've always wanted to get Cancer. 
LETTER to the EDITOR 
Dear Editor: 
ETTERAolhe^EDr^j 
TO AN ATHLETE RETIRING YOUNG 
(with no apologies to A.E. Houseman) 
game 
'I want to be remembered as a guy who enjoyed 
—Michael Jordan, lQ/gJ 
We will remember you, Michael, 
For you could do it all-
Close up and inside 
forthee-a-s-y layup, 
Or taking flight thru thin air 
for the high backdoor. 
Then outside on the wing 
making the n-i-c-e jumper, 
Or with a mere spilt second left, 
the game-winning 3-point play. 
r-k Ol*tad 
Writer^ 
^flund again, even 
He'e v |6tl> "me in the 
-* " inn, butterflies are 
When to leave this game, 
If it is to be our choosing, 
You had to ask the answer: 
Larry Bird's aching back, 
Earvin Johnson's nightmare virus-
Each of us has to call the shot. 
The future is a slippery road, 
If in any game: 
Friends and family 
At less than a moment's notice 
Can leave us in defeat, death. 
Now you, at 30, Air Jordan— 
MVP, Triple-Crown, with Chicago's 
Heart in your hip pocket— 
You are taking a flyer, 
Stepping off the court 
With nothing left to prove... 
Except whether or not 
You can live to beat the odds 
That killed your dad at 56. 
But this to add, this to remember— 
We enjoyed the game you played, 
And we will miss you, like Magic. 
O N ] 
-Douglas M. Tedards 
LETTER to the EDITO 
"Pepper. I ani not going out in 
jublic like this!" 
I was in her bedroom, face to 
Department of Engljface wjth a fuj] length mirror 
[usually not a completely nause-
tting experience). This time how-
:ver, a hideous geek in purple 
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The Liberals are at it again, weaving their regulatory tentacles 
throughout all aspects of American life. Although the regulations 
proposed by the Democrats are endless, the focus of this article is 
the Fairness Doctrine which, as you read this, has already passed 
the Senate, and is now pending in the House. 
The Fairness Doctrine, also known as the "Hush Rush Bill," 
was enacted in 1927, repealed in 1987 by the Reagan administra­
tion and is now being brought back into effect by the Clinton 
administration. It is a proposed legislation that is stated as "allow­
ing reasonable opportunity for the discussion of conflicting views 
on issues of public importance." In other words it allows Congress 
to dictate to radio and television what they believe to be "fair" 
broadcasting or be subject to heavy fines or even complete shut­
down. Let's not forget that this is a liberal Congress who, in recent 
years, have been under fire from the American public for actions 
such as check bouncing, giving themselves continuous pay raises 
and general misuse of taxpayers money. Congress states that they 
only want both sides of an issue to be presented, but if we look 
closely at the past effects of the Fairness Doctrine it's obvious that 
broadcasting was anything but diverse or fair, in fact it had the 
opposite effect. 
The truth is that broadcast stations, fearing FCC (Federal 
Communications Commission) penalties, steered clear of anything 
that could be controversial. It gave groups who were opposed to 
anything that was said on television or radio the ability to threaten 
station affiliates. They did this by taking those who broadcasted 
the program to court, costing the station money and putting them 
at risk of losing their licenses. This caused stations to revert to 
"safe" non-controversial programming in order not to step on any 
toes. So before the Fairness Doctrine had been repealed had it 
achieved what it originally set out to? Well, yes and no. Yes 
Congress had quieted any criticism brought about by the many 
opinions represented on the air. And no, it did not allow "fair" rep­
resentation on issues covered by broadcast media. 
Today, looking at the incredible diversity of broadcasting and 
the number of formats people have to choose from since the 
Fairness Doctrine was repealed causes me to wonder "Fair to 
whom?" The First Amendment to the Constitution states that 
"Congress shall make no law... abridging the freedom of speech 
or of the press." Apparently Congress believes itself exempt from 
this amendment since they have consistently made laws that have 
abridged the freedom of radio broadcast speech in order to main 
tain political control over this avenue of expression. Control ov" 
the new surge of conservative broadcasting to be sure Plain 
Being a personal friend on Congressman Richard Pomii ights and a Shirley Temple wig 
Nadine Merrill Persson, I had the honor of being invited to UOPitoed back at me. My stomach 
ication of the videodisc from the national Gallery of Art. 1 wa noaned. 
dened and embarrassed for the University of the Pacific: j was Shakespeare. A very 
Congressman Pombo was treated in a disrespectful manner duiii ;ick looking one, at that. No way, 
demonstration of the disk. Next, Nadine was not even introdu^s I going to Marty's 
acknowledged for enthusiastically persuading the Congressi lalioween party dressed like a 
donate this valuable resource to our school. broomed disco kid. 
I have always held this university in the highest estee: "Kevin, you look like a liter-
much that I have been instrumental in recruiting a number of sii iry master," said Pepper, emerg-
to attend UOP. Because of my encouragement, Nadine is one of ng in character from the bath-
students. since she has been on campus she has generously shad oom, 
award winning paintings in Dean Mark Plovnick's office» I temporarily forgot my name. 
Westgate Center in the SBPA, Student Life in Knoles hall, Do She twirled around in a very 
Ann Hall's office in Hand Hall, Registration, and the Redwood! msty, Elizabethan, velvety thing. 
She mentored an art exhibit for non-art majors on campus lastsp t was breathtaking. Girls always 
I know first hand that Nadine spent hours coordinatiit ;et the best deal when it comes to 
event to assure that Congressman Pombo would be able to flyi" Ms dress-up ritual. They go 
Washington D.C. to attend in person. There was a televisioneff 'round flaunting their wom-
sent, and it appeared reporters. Anyone who was there wont ml - s"y body parts, while all the 
heard Congressman Pombo state that it was strictly becai net? are left drooling in hot and 
Nadine s insistence that UOP received the disk. Obviously, # *lcky clown suits. I have been 
from the library handled the publicity; my questions are, whefl r°ugh a zillion proms, obedi-
Pacifican get its distorted version of the event, and why was 'nHy chained to ready-made 
comparable publicity in the Pacifican prior to the event so W Jxedo bow ties, but this was too 
students could have attended? 
My suggestion to those handling any donations in ' ePper," j sajj My eyes 
is to evaluate if their own agenda is more important that the If^dered, while 1 tried to 
perception of our fine university. 1 also would recommend a t ember the point. "Urn, you 
in basic manners. I know to this date, Nadine has not received e a perfect Anne Hathawav 
quatei°te' ^ ' certa'nly hope Congressman Pombo was th look like an idiot," I said, 
JoellenRosette Tools', 
SBPA b°s- tigbts» °°k so sexy ,n 
Thin, 
?adin<A t;,*nutes iater, I was 
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-Michael Jordan 
a j i g t n g  b y  a  t h r e a d  
again, even 
16th time in the 
situation, butterflies are 
once again multiplying exponen­
tially m my stomach as I stare off 
at the trees in the distance. 
I am told to pick a tree and 
stare at it, even though it is pretty 
hard to distinguish an individual 
tree at such dizzying heights. All 
of my friends are there, so why 
should I be anything but comfort­
able? "Five, four, three, two, 
ONE!!!" the crowd screams as I 
make my leap off the perfectly 
-Douglas M. Tedards 
Department of English 
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scene. ~ 
was Shakespeare. A very 
: looking one, at that. No way, 
»as I going to Marty's 
«lloween party dressed like a 
disco kid. 
Kevin, you look like a liter-
master." said Pepper, emerg-
^ in character from the bath-
ffl. 
I temporarily forgot my name, 
^e twirled around in a very 
Elizabethan, velvety thing. 
Was breathtaking. Girls always 
'he best deal when it comes to 
ls dress-up ritual. They go 
)Und flaunting their wom-
y body parts, while all the 
nne left drooling in hot and 
•ky clown suits. I have been 
)ugh a zillion proms, obedi-
% chained to ready-made 
bow ties, but this was too 
Pepper," I said. My eyes 
andered, while I tried to 
)ernber the point. "Urn, you 
e a Perfect Anne Hathaway, 
•d look like an idiot," I said, 
my curls. 
^ eetie," she whispered in 
' ear- "you look so sexy in 
tigbts" 
Th' Minutes later, I was 
n§ lor Marty's place, still 
L. ̂  ''ke a Barishnikov night-
^ nnd feeling a bit sicker. 
11), Party was already rockin' 
e time Pepper dragged me 
211-
iro S ^"veway. We weaved 
F^gb the rows ofjack-o'-
lljN8 lflat lined the front walk. 
1 ki(j ;t'Wa^s ^ed Halloween as 
ever ! refnember the best year 
N, 'Vas fltat Greek dude from 
, 1of the Titans." I had the 
sword and shield. Yeah, I 
e block with that get-up. 
1 think I ended up 
Nest 
igeN m°st of my time trying 
whining little sister, 
3 t0 forget about our 
'L^aini pumPkin. Anyway, I 
felt a lot cooler in that 
bathrobe than I did in these 
tights. 
"Dude, it's Juliet and the 
Joker," I heard a random voice 
announce our 'um "The 
American Gladiators." He was a 
heroic Greek dude and I was... 
"So what do you think? How 
do you like the pumpkins. We 
worked all day on this stuff," said 
Marty, excitedly. 
"It looks great, Marty," said 
Pepper, giving him a squeeze. 
"Yeah, cool," I said, sort of 
hovering behind some shrubbery. 
"Whew!" muttered Marty, 
after checking out Pepper's cos­
tume. "You'd better stay close to 
her, Kev. She's hot." 
Pepper was going to have to 
fend for herself. I was comfort­
able right where I was. It was a 
pretty good spot. I had a view of 
the pumpkins and, if I craned my 
head out a bit, I could see 
through the kitchen window, all 
the way through the backyard. I 
was in the process of trying to 
catch a glimpse of Pepper, when I 
heard a familiar squishing sound. 
I turned around slowly in my 
bush. Pumpkin sabotage. Three 
kids were running down the 
street, giggling-
Marty dashed out the front 
door. "Aw man..." 
There was only one jack-o'-
lantern left, loyally glowing. 
Marty looked pretty crushed. 
"I can't believe kids these 
days," he said. "They just don't 
appreciate Halloween anymore." 
I crawled out from behind my 
bush, forgetting about my cheesy 
eet-up I picked up a smashed, 
gooey mass of pumpkin- "Bring 
these in the kitchen," I said. 
"Huh," said Marty. 
"Don't worry, dude. You 11 
like this," I said, hoping his 
kitchen had some basics. 
An hour later, a large crowd 
had formed in the kitchen, drawn 
in by the warm smell. The timer 
went off. I pul*d out the final 
PfC^OK they're going to be real-
i v  hot " I  warned. Hands were 
madly'snatching left and right. I 
went searching for my date. 
pepper and Marty were sitting 
on the front steps. Marty was 
sadly nibbing his survivor pump-
"Here," I said, handing them a 
brownie. 
"Kev, you made pumpkin 
brownies!" said Pepper, familiar 
with the family story. j 
"Mmm," Marty munched. 
"You made these from my pump­
kins?" 
"Yup," I affirmed. 
"Cool," said Marty. 
I smiled. It was the only way I 
ever got Karen to shut up after 
the yearly pumpkin smash. 
"Sweetie, you're the best," 




"I think I have a run in my 
tights..." 
Pumpkin Brownies 
1/2 cup unsalted butter 
1 cup packed brown sugar 
1 large egg 
1 1/2 teaspoon vanilla extract 
1 cup flour 
1 teaspoon baking soda 
3/4 teaspoon cinnamon 
1/4 teaspoon ginger 
1/8 teaspoon cloves 
1/4 teaspoon salt 
3/4 cup canned solid pack 
pumpkin 
1/2 cup coarsely chopped 
pecans (optional) 
1/4 cup cream cheese 
2 tablespoon sugar 
1 egg yolk 
2 teaspoons whipping cream 
Preheat oven to 350 F. Butter 
and flour eight-inch square glass 
baking dish. Using electric mixer, 
beat butter in large bowl until 
light. Gradually add brown sugar 
and beat until well blended, about 
two minutes. Add one egg and 
one teaspoon vanilla and beat 
until blended. Add flour, baking 
powder, spices and salt and beat. 
Beat in pumpkin and nuts. Spread 
batter in prepared pan. Mix 
cream cheese, two tablespoons 
sugar, egg yolk, cream and 
remaining 1/2 teaspoon vanilla in 
bowl to blend. Drop cream 
cheese mixture by heaping table­
spoons atop batter. Using small 
knife, gently swirl cream cheese 
mixture into batter, creating a 
swirled marble pattern. Bake 
until middle is firm, about 35 
minutes. 
sound railroad trestle. 
Here I am again, 180 feet up 
above the river with only a bun­
dle of rubber bands to slow my 
descent to the murky river. I 
make a fist, tuck my head under 
and punch a hole in the water and 
before I know it, I am pulled 
from the water with the same 
force with which I hit. 
I can hear everyone above on 
the bridge cheering as I drain my 
ears of the deluge they just took 
on and just as I return myself to a 
fully upright position, I am on my 
way down again. Several more 
bounces and I come to a com­
plete stop. Now all I have to look 
forward to today are jumps num­
ber 17 and 18. 
This scene is repeated 20-30 
times a day ,every weekend all 
over Northern California, as 
bungee jumping becomes more 
and more popular each year. 
There are dozens of companies 
that offer day trips to the general 
public and most jump sites are 
within three hours of UOR 
Greg Campbell of Davis, 
owns and manages what is 
known to be the biggest and 
safest bungee operation in 
Northern California, AIRTIME 
BUNGEE™. He offers jumpers 
the thrill of a lifetime, with some 
of the cheapest rates found any­
where for bungee jumping in this 
age of hundred dollar jumps and 
he only jumps off bridges, which 
are far safer than cranes or metal 
towers. All of his equipment is 
capable of withstanding 10 times 
the force that a jumper puts on it 
and everything is doubled-up to 
ensure a smooth, safe ride. 
I have found the habit a hard 
one to kick and end up returning 
to jump every couple of months, 
traveling as far away as Texas 
and Australia to hurl myself off a 
bridge. It is addicting, but you 
won't know until you give it a 
try. So get out there and jump! 
From the Chief's desk: 
Accepting responsibility 
Bob Calaway 
Chief of Police 
Tidbit: It's a rare peisun who does not get discouraged. Whether 
it happens to us or to an associate we are trying to cheer up, the 
answer centers around one word - perseverance. The value of 
courage, persistence and perseverance was rarely illustrated more 
convincingly than in the life story of this man. His age appears next 
to the short phrases listed below. 
Record of Abraham Lincoln 
Failed in business 22 
Ran for legislature, defeated 23 
Again failed in business 24 
Elected to legislature 25 
Sweetheart died 26 
Had a nervous breakdown 27 
Defeated for Speaker 29 
Defeated for Elector 31 
Defeated for Congress 34 
Elected to Congress 37 
Defeated for Congress 39 
Defeated for Senate 46 
Defeated for Vice President 47 
Defeated for Senate 49 
Elected President of the United States 51 
The acceptance of total responsibility for our lives is a major 
part of being mature human beings. The acceptance of responsibili­
ty means that we have no more excuses. 
Brian Tracy, author of "The Psychology of Achievement," says 
that there is a direct relationship between accepting high levels of 
responsibility and experiencing a feeling of being in total control of 
our lives. There also is a relationship between experiencing positive 
emotions and the feeling of personal freedom. 
We must remember, according to Tracy, that all negative emo­
tions are ultimately manifested as anger. We direct our anger 
inward or express it outward. Our negative emotions are within us. 
The negative emotions we experience are our reactions to situations 
and are not contained in situations themselves. We experience neg­
ative emotions when we blame someone or something else for a 
situation that we do not like. 
When we stop blaming, our negative emotions stop. Tracy fur­
ther says that we stop blaming by immediately saying "I am 
responsible, I am responsible." Every time something happens that 
causes us to feel angry or upset, we need to say this powerful posi­
tive affirmation. We can use this type of affirmation to assert com­
plete control over our thoughts, our emotions and our destiny as 
human beings. 
Responsibility is a word that has two directions. First, our 
University has a responsibility to us. Second, we as members of the 
University have a responsibility to our organization. A part of that 
responsibility is to make it a better place for those coming after us. 
W h a t '  s  u p  D o c ?  
Sarah Grimes, M.D. 
On Sunday, Oct. 24, the 
NAMES PROJECT MEMORI­
AL QUILT was presented in 
Stockton through the concerted 
efforts of the members of the 
AIDS Awareness Month Steering 
Committee. I hope that faculty, 
staff and students were able to 
view this visible tribute to the 
many who have died of AIDS. 
As I walked among the panels, 
I was amazed at the diversity of 
the lives represented. There were 
men, women, children, athletes, 
police officers, actors, musicians, 
mothers, fathers, siblings, lovers 
and people with a cultural diver­
sity not unlike what we have in 
Stockton. Arthur Ashe was repre­
sented by a colorful panel depict­
ing his love for tennis. These 
only represented a small number 
of the total panels that compose 
the quilt. 
On a personal level, I grieved 
for dear friends I have lost to this 
disease and friends I know I am 
going to lose. 
AIDS is a disease with no cure 
and no vaccine. Our only hope in 
prevention is education and I 
agonize over what is the best way 
to accomplish that goal. As 
health educators, we will contin­
ue to spread the facts, hand out 
the condoms and be there for 
your questions. We need to forget 
the labels associated with AIDS 
and just remember that transmis­
sion boils down to behavior, not 
lifestyles, economic status or cul­
ture. I do not want to wear a red 
ribbon or see a panel for you... 
I would like to take this time 
to publicly recognize the follow­
ing students for volunteering 
their time with the NAMES 
PROJECT MEMORIAL QUILT. 
From the School of Pharmacy: 
Fariba Nabavi, Alipourmola, 
Maryam Mozaffari, Sawsan 
Abdellatif, Sanaa Abdellatif, 
Lilly Nguyen, Jaspal Gill, Majid 
Akbarzadeh, Soheila 
Akbarzadeh, Lamia Alzzawi, 
Jinous Amjadi, Mary Anne 
Whyte, Howard Saneto, Stella 
Abdal, Bella Abdal, Parmjeet 
Dosanjh, Ty Dand, Rajinder 
Sohal and John Knutsen, from 
the College of Pacific. 
For all students who have 
received the Hepatitis B vaccine 
or are planning to complete the 
series, I would like to recom­
mend a follow-up blood test to 
confirm your immunity. This 
blood test can be drawn at least 
four weeks after the last vaccina­
tion. If immunity is not present, a 
booster may be given, followed 
by a repeat blood titer. 
Laboratory confirmation of 
immunity is the only definitive 
means of proving immunity. 
Q: Is overeating an eating dis­
order? 
A: Yes. Any extreme of eating 
behavior can be classified as an 
eating disorder. Overeating, asso­
ciated with large weight gains, 
can also lead to serious health 
problems, including diabetes, 
heart disease, stroke and joint 
problems. 
R E T A I L  C A R E E R S  
Advance Into Management! 
Circuit City Storus, Inc. It Tht nation's Largett Specialty Patellar 
Of Brand Mama Consumer Electronics and Major Appliances 
With Over 278 Stores nationwide and Browing and Over S3 Pillion In Salasl 
We Provide: 
Structured Management Development Programs 
with a proven record o! success. 
Individually-tailored Development Plans to maximize 
your management potential. 
Diverse Career Paths which provide continuing 
professional challenges. 
Competitive salary, health I dental benefits and 
a challenging workplace. 
• Opportunities throughout the United States. 
Wu'rc Lookssisi F«r 
People excited by the fast pace of retailing, 
who will work the necessary nights and weekends. 
Creative candidates with logical and analytical 
problem-solving skills. 
Customer-oriented Individuals capable of teaching 
and motivating our associates to provide 
high levels of customer service. 
Competitive Individuals, eager to strive for 
promotional opportunities and financial rewards. 
Bright, energetic, enthusiastic & self-motivated 
PIOPSO Send Your Rosumo To: 
Circuit City Stores, Inc. 
Attention: AIM 
•80 S. Lemon Avenue 
Walnut, CA 01789 
PAX: (000)889-7070 
Wo* Ctr torn. Inc. pnmm 10i«4w n**m 







The sculptures of IVfary Curtis Ratclij 
Angelica Passantino 
Staff Writer 
If you are looking for a place 
that is near by, but far enough 
away from Stockton, Berkeley, 
California is a great place to 
spent the day or weekend. 
Located just east of San 
Francisco, Berkeley serves as a 
politically safe haven for liberals, 
students, activists, homeless, and 
intellects. It is mostly known for 
it's political activism, which is 
very apparent if you listen to any 
of the speakers in the area. 
While you are in Berkeley, there 
is much to do including shop­
ping, eating, touring and people 
watching. 
Despite it's progressive spirit, 
there are a lot of homeless people 
in this area. They have no inten­
tion of hurting you but I must 
advise that you be careful when 
out at night in this town. 
Berkeley would not be what it is 
today if there were no homeless. 
This town is well-known for 
them. 
Telegraph Avenue is the place 
to go if you like to window shop. 
This is where all the vendors sell 
almost anything and everything 
from jewelry to bongs. They line 
the sidewalks up and down the 
street, providing you with a great 
opportunity to "people watch". If 
you have ever been to Berkeley, 
you will know that this can be a 
main reason for entering this 
town. There are also several spe­
cialty shops and unique stylish 
clothing boutiques lining 
Telegraph Ave. 
At the end of Telegraph Ave. 
is University of California, 
Berkeley. This institution is 
regarded as one of California's 
best university's. This intellectu­
al center covers 720 acres of 
beautiful grassy hills and streams. 
Tours are offered through the vis­
itors center on a daily basis. 
Located in the center of campus, 
you can find the Student center. 
This proves to be a great place to 
waste your time. There is always 
something going on there, and if 
not, you can always check out the 
bookstore and get some interest­
ing Berkeley paraphernalia. 
If you are into gardening you 
should be sure to check out the 
Berkeley Municipal Rose 
Garden. This garden contains 
more than 4,000 varieties of 
roses. The terraced amphitheater 
overlooks the Golden Gate 
Bridge. I suggest going here dur­
ing the summer or spring. 
As for eating in Berkeley, I 
personally recommend Zachary's 
Chicago Pizza. This is the best 
pizza I have ever had, but I must 
warn you, you may have to wait 
about one hour before you get 
seated. Apparently, many other 
people feel the same way I do 
about this pizza joint! There are 
many ethnic restaurants in 
Berkeley. Almost every ethnicity 
is represented here. You will 
have plenty to choose from. 
Berkeley also offers many 
cafes for every taste. These little 
restaurants are located every­
where in the city. They are a per­
fect place to go after dinner for a 
cup of coffee and/or a dessert. 
There are also poetry readings at 
several of them. 
For more information on 
where to stay and what to do 
while you are in Berkeley, call 
the CIEE Travel Center at (510) 
848-8604. 
Mary Curtis Ratcliff, an 
artist originally from the 
Midwest, uses non-conventional 
industrial materials and sym­
bolism to convey a sense of 
spirituality in her figurative 
sculptures. Growing up in an 
atheistic household, Ratcliff 
found her own sense of spiri­
tuality on the Rosebud 
Reservation in 1971-72. It was 
here that she saw many of the 
Native American ceremonies 
and symbols which directly 
influenced her works. Ratcliff 
feels that the free-standing 
sculptures have a "distinct 
human or spiritual presence." 
In fact, she never intentionally 
set out to create figurative 
sculpture, it just seemed to 
evolve from the sculpture 
itself. The sculptures in this 
exhibit portray female figures 
that represent an "archetypal 
goddess imagery." Ratcliff 
sends both a political and spir­
itual message concerning 
women in a matriarchal soci­
ety. Thus, she uses high-tech 
and everyday materials to pre­
sent themes of the past and 
the present. 
"Queen Totem" resembles 
the constricted torso of a 
Victorian lady wearing a gold­
en iridescent gown. It is pri­
marily made of ribbon weaved 
through a steal-grated back­
ground. The ribbons are made 
of vinyl and each one is hand 
painted. There is a thick tex­
ture created by the paint which 
makes it look as if it had been 
splattered on this work. The 
two main colors used in this 
piece are shiny brass and 
black. A very important ele-
the shape gives the inu. 
a weight of a humanist 
The rich juxtaposition c 
velvet fabric and the 
jewelry give this 
majestic feeling. The 
and silvery jewelry is 
ally glued onto the 
tion of this sculpture 
indi 
uPper 
_ , in 
rows. The clarity 0f pure 
metric form creates a 
harmony. 
An orange and black 
swirls around the figU] 
"Fashion Statement." 
orange part of (he 
made of the foam used 
eery stores to protect fry,, 
the black part is vinyl 
materials are cut up ijw 
bons and look as if the 
is wearing a feather 
Unlike many of her 
sculptures in this show, 
puts a halo, which is mad 
woven brass chains, 
figure to represent a 
The center of this halo 
out, making it look like 
shape of a small human 
pimitri Gazelas and Jeff Ru 
Native American Artwork is now on Display at the UOP Gallery 
ment of this work is the duali­
ty of the hard and soft tex­
tures of the various ribbons. 
Some of these ribbons are as 
soft as feathers while others 
look as spiky as needles. 
These two extreme sensations 
represent the two sides- of a 
woman. She has both the 
properties of a gentle person 
and an aggressive person, 
breaking away from the notion 
that women should be passive. 
The elegant red figure titled 
"Deluxe" looks much like a 
large Japanese kimono. It is 
made of velvet, nickel, gold, 
copper and stainless steel. The 
main shapes used in this 
sculpture are the cylinder and 
triangle. These shapes create a 
sense of symmetry within the 
work as well as define a space 
for the person wearing the gar­
ment. Although there is no 
actual figure in the sculpture, - 0U . ^ _ r e# r — 
Cosmicomics at Clever Planetarium At tnC mOVlCS..• 
The defending Big West 
Nevada Wolfpack 
k«ht the NCAA's most potent 
Sse to Stagg Memorial 
... on Saturday, for 
Thus, the artist is mockinfflCjfic's highly anticipated 
concept of fashion, as •Looming game, 
put themselves on displayjrhe Wolfpack turned the 
men. However, the halo nimecoming a shortcoming as 
this figure look like someiL defeated the Tigers 31 -23, in 
out of an illuminated irlypical high-scoring, Big West 
script. Thus, the amalgamiLydown. 
of the current culture jrhe Wolfpack, whose often-
female goddess imagery Ve play is remeniscient of the 
the constant themes \viers 1990 record breaking sea-
Ratcliff's sculptures. m, jumped out to a 10-0 lead in 
This exhibition will btl first quarter through accurate 
the UOP gallery from Octjssing by Chris Vargas. Pacific 
through Nov. 19. There wlkrmed back and absorbed much 
a reception where the artisti the game clock to'even the 
give a brief speech on Friifrne 10-10. " '"inH ' 
Nov. 19 from 7 p.m. to9|A 34-yard pass from Craig 
The gallery hours are Morfhelihan to Bill Cox on 3rd and 
through Friday 9 a.m. to 8a 
and Saturday and Sunday! 
3 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
The Clever Planetarium at 
Delta College is breaking new 
ground with the combination of 
dramatic theater with high-tech, 
electronic wizardry and special 
cosmic effects that can only be 
found under a planetarium dome. 
"Cosmicomics" is a light-
hearted, dazzling imaginative and 
enchanting series of stories about 
the evolution of the universe. 
The creator of this production, 
Italio Calvino (1923-1985), was 
one of Italy's greatest masters of 
modern fiction. He made his 
characters out of mathematical 
formulae and simple cellular 
structures. They disport them­
selves between galaxies, experi­
ence the solidification of planets, 
move from aquatic to terrestrial 
environments, play games with 
hydrogen atoms and have a love 
life! 
During the course of these sto­
ries, Calvino toys with continu­
ous creation, evolution, the trans­
formation of matter and the 
expanding and contracting 
reaches of space and time. He 
succeeds in relating complex sci­
entific concepts to the ordinary 
reaction of common humanity in 
a way that we can understand and 
enjoy. 
"Cosmicomics" will be show­
ing at the Clever Planetarium at 
Delta College Nov. 4 through 7 
and 12 through 14, at 7 p.m. On 
Sunday there is a 2 p.m. matinee. 
Admission to the planetarium is 
$6 for adults and $4.50 for chil­
dren and seniors. For more infor­
mation and reservations, call the 
box office at 474-5110. 
Some shows to look forward 
to this semester at the 
Planetarium is "Holiday In 
Lights", showing from Dec. 29 
through Jan. 2. There will also 
be a "New.Year's Eve Laser 
Experience" on Dec. 31 . This is 
for couples only and admission is 
$25/couple. You must order tick­
ets for this show in advance. 
4Demolition Man' 
Soap Scraps 
by Sally Stone 
Ik You woi 
by Ricardo da Rosa 
Staff Writer 
New movie 
Words of wisdom 
"Real generosity is doing 
something nice for someone 
who will never find it out." 
theater opens 
in Sacramento 
-Frank A. Clark 
Are you tired of the same old 
movie theaters in Stockton? 
Well, if so, here is a great alterna­
tive. Almost two weeks ago, the 
United Artists Downtown Plaza 
Theater opened, in conjunction 
with the new Downtown Plaza in 
Sacramento. This new cineplex 
offers moviegoers the latest in 
motion-picture exhibition tech­
nology with Dolby Digital listen­
ing devices, commodious seating, 
express concessions, and com­
plete handicapped services. 
There are seven separate theaters, 
offering the latest and most popu­
lar movies. 
Some of the movies that will 
be playing this weekend are 
"Robocop III," "Fatal Instinct," 
"Fearless," "Man's Best Friend" 
and a few others. For more infor­
mation , please call (916) 442-
7000. 
The new action film "Demolition Man", starring Sylvester Stallone, 
Wesley Snipes, and newcomer Sandra Bullock, is destined to be anoth­
er hit by "Lethal Weapon" and "Die Hard" series producer, Joel Silver. 
Like all Silver films, "Demolition Man" runs high on violence, explo­
sions, and fire (fire, fire, fire!!!), while it's plot runs empty almost from 
the start. This film is aimed at the "Beavis and Butthead" audiences 
who just want action and a minimal story. For the rest of us, don't 
expect a deep story, it is shallow to say the least, but if all you want is 
action and spectacular visual effects, this is your film, a classic 
Stallone action adventure. 
Stallone plays John Spartan, a 1996 cop who is frozen in the 
California CryoPenitentiary for inadvertently killing 30 people in a 
showdown with his nemesis Simon Phoenix (Snipes) who is also 
incarcerated. Then, in the year 2032, some 36 years later Phoenix 
escapes, and so Spartan is thawed to bring him in. Spartan finds him 
self in San Angeles, a metropolis containing Santa Barbara Los 
Angeles, and San Diego, and a society that is one gigantic system; 
cops don t catch criminals because they no longer exist, all the restau­
rants are named Taco Bell, commercial jingles are the music of choice 
alcohol, sex caffeine, cholesterol aie illegal, as well as profanity in 
public, which leads to a hne for violating the "verbal morality code" 
Stallone has a light romantic interest with costar Ruling m . 
the film. Most characters seem to be written^ shall™ 7® u 
simply go through the motions of ,he film Slv be , 7^ 
film suits the actors well. The one character who H ^ a"d 
of life, is that of Phoenix, who toks S he k acn T ̂  
self and his hair color. The film falls short of u? enJ°^mS 
er all of the different aspects „T ^ 
ance by Dennis Leiny seems like a ruled dl cf 1 iT' T™' 
what out of place. morality, and some 
Stallone finally found a film which allows him m i 
comedic interests with success, unlike the films "OscZ ^ 
my Mom will Shoot!" This film reeks of a B-class sci fi P' °r 
a novice director, Marco Brambilla, and a paper thin n 1 ^ 
pyrotechniques and the names Stallone and <? • P ' nothln8 bu* 
it to rank first and second respectively in it's fi!t? C°Uld HaVC C3USed 
$14.3 million. Undoubtedly, this film must of h 7° T '̂ a"d make 
(simply look at the names). Without this bu t substantial budget 
been a B-class film destined to fotfni^T v ^ W°U'd have 
rentals. But for lots of action, violence and h 3nd video 
is a must see, one of the best. It stars S^u ' fire!!!)' 
best of all we get to see Stallone knit.^ tdl'°ne and Sn,Pes together, 
About 15 years ago, there v 
massive "house-cleaning" by il 
production team at "Daysoi 
Lives" which led to the depart 
several actors along with theiri 
It wasn't too long before the! 
such established characters £ 
Horton and Dr. Laura Spencer 
ton was very keenly reflected' 
ratings, and it took a long1;l 
recover that lost ground. 
Bill was first played by Pi' 
in 1965 and then by 1°% 
lory favorite, Edward Mallory 
1966-1980. Among (head) 
who played Laura Horton 
Susan Flannery, Susan Oil* 
Rosemary Forsyth. 
Now, Laura is back — 
being recreated by Jamie Ly'1 
the actress who created 
Lauralee Brooks on "The Yo® 
"Days" to"5 
] 
the Restless". " ays 
know Laura is a resident o 
mental hospital in whic 
(Louise Sorel) is ensC0"' 
parently, she became cata j 
earlier after suffering a • 
event. Her eventual return'0 
will create shock waves f°> . 
people, including Kata ,. 
Kiriakis (Deborah Adaifl 
already visited her, as ^ 
I-aura's daughter. JenlUte Laura's daughter, 
Reeves). 
Josh Taylor, who did s-
ing work on "Days" when" 
the show as Chris Kosi^ 
pected to do exciting , 
new (and still sort ofhus^ 
on "Young and the 
aren't being told too m" - j, 
character, except that 
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chains, on t 
figure to represent a headdi 
The center of this halo is Cl) the NCAA's most potent 
out, making it look like thf fense to Stagg Memorial 
shape of a small human helium on Saturday, for 
Jeff Russc  II get pumped up during Saturday's Homecoming game vs. Nevada 
The defending Big West 
'ress. ampion, Nevada Wolfpack 
Thus, 
concept of fashion, 
thfense 
Siim  t r , 
the artist is mocking tlqcific's highly anticipated 
as woma jmecoming game, 
put themselves on display The Wolfpack turned the 
men. However, the halo makeLecoming a shortcoming as 
this figure look like somethiXdefeated the Tigers 31-23, in 
out of an illuminated maiical high-scoring, Big West 
script. Thus, the amalgamatiqiwdown. 
of the current culture am Die Wolfpack, whose offen-
female goddess imagery annplay is remeniscient of the 
the constant themes withiiigers 1990 record breaking sea-
Ratclilf s sculptures. q jumped out to a 10-0 lead in 
This exhibition will be it first quarter through accurate 
the UOP gallery from Oct. Hissing by Chris Vargas. Pacific 
through Nov. 19. There will pied back and absorbed much 
a reception where the artist wiKthe game clock tooeven the 
give a brief speech on Fridape 10-10: terid 
Nov. 19 from 7 p.m. to 9 p.mj A 34-yard pass from Craig 
The gallery hours are M01 
through Friday 9 a.m. to 8 
and Saturday and Sunday ft* 
3 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
1 to Bill Cox on 3rd and 
18, proved to be Pacific's longest 
play from scrimmage for the sea­
son. 
With just 22 ticks left on the 
clock before halftime, Vargas 
found Bryan Reeves, the nation's 
leading receiver, wide open for a 
58-yard touchdown pass. This 
proved to be the game's turning 
point and the affects were devas­
tating. 
To the 10,000 in attendance, 
the halftime antics on the field 
reflected the aggressive and com­
peted ve battle in which the Tigers 
were involved. However, the 
inter-fratemal rivalry and the pre­
sentation of Homecoming Queen 
and King by President Atchley 
did not provide the competetive 
edge needed to catapult the 
Tigers to-victroy. 
Pacific's second-half play was 
stereotypical of its season. The 
Tigers continued their inability to 
score in the third quarter, but 
remained within a striking dis­
tance with 15 minutes to play. 
A final touchdown pass by 
Nevada with 10 minutes to play 
provided the cushion to a late-
scoring streak by the Tigers. 
Pacific could not avoid leaying 
the stadium without pondering 
their squandered opportunities. 
In a well-disciplined team 
effort, Pacific forced four 
turnovers and nine Tigers earned 
at least 5 tackles each. Pacific 
held the nation's best offense to 
403 total yards gained. Though 
the Tigers controlled the clock 
throughout the contest, they 
never did get in the groove neces­
sary to dictate the tempo of play. 
The Tigers, now 1-7; 0-3 in 
conference play, are on a five 
game skid and challenge Utah 
State this week in another Big 
West match-up. 
You wouldn't wear these. 
Soap Scraps 
by Sally Stone 
About 15 years ago, there was' 
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irlier after suffe""gturn to Sj 
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being' he " 
iter, excep 
and effect on Nm 
Canine. 
Why would you wear these • 
They're cute, fluffs' little bundles 
of love—we take them into our homes 
and our hearts, and we make them 
Part of our families. 
Or at least we do that for the pup 
Pies in the top picture. The young 
foxes are from the same canine famt >, 
but they'll be caught in traps, or forced 
to live in confinement and then electio 
cuted just for people to wear on their 
backs, it doesn't make sense, does it? 
For more information, contact The 
Humane Society' of the United States. 
Intramural Update 
FLAG FOOTBALL 
Last week flag football came 
to a closing with some exciting 
championship game. In the 
Men's B league Unsung 
Heroes(P.T. student) completed 
an undefeated season, by rolling 
over SAE B 31-12. Stand outs 
for Unsung Heroes were Mike 
Newby, Mike "Shooty" Schaack, 
and Bobby Ismail(distant cousin 
of the "Rocket" Ismail). 
SAE finished off an undefeat­
ed season with a 21-13 victory 
over Archania. SAE's quarter­
back Mike Valencia was clearly 
the most valuable player. Mike 
frustrated Archania's defenses 
with perfect passes, and when 
SAE's receivers were covered, 
Mike would run with the ball. 
Which made SAE's offensive 
virtually unstoppable. On the 
other hand, Archania play a 
great game. Late in the game 
two Archania drives were hurt by 
penalties, which took the gas out 
of Archania. 
INDOOR SOCCER 
Indoor Soccer came to an end-
last week. In the Co-Rec A 
league Ataxics completed an 
undefeated season. Ataxics was 
unstoppable all season and cham­
pionships was no different, as 
Ataxics beat Rapture. In the 
Men's A league Bogorroso 
shutout SAE in the championship 
3-0. 
Both football and soccer went 
over well this year. The intra­
mural staff would like to congrat­
ulate all of the participants. 
Pacific intramural is more suc­
cessful each year. However, we 
are always looking to improve 
our intramural program, so if you 
have any suggestions about foot­
ball, soccer, or another sport, call 
intramural office at 946-2716. 
VOLLEYBALL 
Volleyball is off to a fabulous 
start. Although it is still too 
early to say for sure who the best 
teams are, but some teams have 
stood out. In the Men's A 
league Comer Shot is a surpris­
ing 2-0. Phi Delta Theta pulled 
a major upset over SAE. Men's 
B league appears to be very 
competitive and unpredictable. 
SAE B is 2-0, but one of those 
victories was by forfeit. So in 
the Men's B league no team 
stands out at this juncture. In the 
three Co-Rec leagues only two 
teams have really impressed. In 
Co-Rec B Yo Mamma is the 
team to beat and in Co-Rec A, 
Ace is undefeated. 
Women's soccer ends season 
Geoff Goodman 
Sports Editor 
The lady Tigers put a close to 
a dissatisfying season on Oct. 31, 
osing 6-0 to Chico State on 
Knoles Field. All was not lost 
or the 2-15-2 Tigers as they did 
earn a 2-2 tie during Saturday's 
Homecoming game against 
Gonzaga. 
Pacific ended its season win-
less in its last 10 games. In each 
of their losses, the deflated Tigers 
have been out-shot by an average 
margin of over 25 attempts. The 
energetic net play by goalie Cady 
UOP CAMPUS 
ORGANIZATION LINK 
There are 100+ campus organizations which register 
at the McCaffrey Center. If you have a specific 
organization or interest in which you would like to 
get involved, please complete this form, clip and 
return it to the McCaffrey Center, and we will refer 
you to the appropriate group. For a complete list of 





Organization you are interested in joining. Only 
one group per form please! 
McCaffrey Center 


































Jurachs kept the squads vying 
spirits alive throughout the sea­
son. 
UOP's hopes for generating 
the players into a team unit did 
prove successful in this, their sec­
ond year in Division 1. The 
majority of the starting team will 
return for the 1994 fall season. 
Sports Quiz 
by Larry Duncan 
GREEN BAY PACKERS 
1. Former Packer kicker Don 
Chandler shares a Super Bowl record 
by booting four field goals in one 
game (Super Bowl II). With whom 
does Chandler share this feat? 
2. Who is the Packers* all-time 
leader in field goals? 
3. Name the only Packer to ever 
score over 120 points in a single 
season. 
4. Outside of Bart Starr, name only 
one other Packer QB with over 1,000 
lifetime completions. 
5. Name the only Packer runner 
ever to have three consecutive 100 
yard-plus games rushing. 
6. Who holds the Packer record 
with a punt covering 90 yards? 
7. Name the only Packer punter 
ever to have over 100 punts in a 
season. 
8. Who replaced legendary Vince 
Lombardi after the 1967 season as 
head coach of the Packers? 
Sports Quiz Answers 
1. Ray Wersching of San Fran (SB 
XVI); 2. Chester Marcol with 120; 3. 
Chester Marcol had 128 in 1972; 4. 
Lynn Dickey with 1,592 to Starr's 
1,808; 5. John Brockington in 1971; 
6. Don Chandler in 1965 vs. San 
Fran; 7. David Beverly had 106 in 
1978; 8. Phil Bengtson 
©1993 by King Features Synd. 
The Humane Society of the United States 
2100 L Street, NW, Washington, DC 20037 
••• Delta • Delta • Delta ••• 
When: Sunday, November 14,1993 
—• 5:30!-7:30 pm •: — 
Where: At;Tri Delta (UOP Campus) 
TICKETS:'; $5 per person • 
. $8 per.couple.! 
Tickets on Sale November 1st-12th 
:in the; McCaffrey Center & Dining Halls! 
- ?? Any .Questions ??• 
: Call: 946-9315 or;946-9373 ; 
•ALL PROCEEDS BENEFIT CHILDREN'S CANCER RESEARCH* 
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the dirty w°rL" asserted that th 
Agreement not only wou [Trade r\&» 
but also worsen Mexican povert 
Speaking during a two-hour i 
agreement, emphasizing that tl 
American industry and agriculti 
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Wiid Kmadom By Aithoay IiUm, Jr. 
Mr. College's "Oh. my nosel"—Marcla Bradv. on being struck with a football. 
Brady Bunch 
Fun Quiz 
| What happened to 
• Carol's first husband? 
*1 Carol fatally wounded him 
with a broken gin bottle during a 
domestic dispute. 
B) Carol's hips grew so wide 
that there was no longer any 
room for him in their home, and 
he was forced to leave. 
C) She was never married. 
Marcia, Jan, and Gndy tn the 
bastard children of three 
different Hell's Angel members. 
Which four of the following twelve situations or events 
DID NOT take place on a Brady Bunch episode? 
1.) The Brady kids form the Silver Platters. 2.) Gndy is cruelly tricked 
into thinking she's the next Shidey Temple. 3.) Mike rapidly drinks a 
half-botHe of tequila and beats the hell out of Carol. 4.) Peter breaks 
Mom's fcrvonte vase. S.) Jan has twisted delusions of a secret admirer 
named John Glass. «.) Greg drops two hits of acid and beats the hell out 
of Carol. 7.) Peter saves gid from being messily crushed to death by a 
falling toy-store shelf. «.) Greg nails Marcia... in the nose with a football. 
®T After being bitten by a rabid monkey, Tiger goes mad and beats the 
hell out of Carol. 10.) Bobby tries to stretch himself by hanging from the 
swing set. 11.) Alice makes a big salad. 13.) Carol drinks a large 
bottle of nail-polish remavw and beats the hell out of herself. ... 
3What happened to Fluffy the cat after his appearance in the first episode? 
A) Mike backed over the little rascal with the car. 
B) During a brief stint as a practicing satanist Jan 
sacrificed the cat in the name of Lucifer. 
C) Sam ihe Butcher. 
jop °l BUUJIAUD 
I.UOQ iinb D Xjp.j 
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Send your quetftons and 
coimwnts to Mr. Coiege ah 
P.O. Box 431 
Goithersburg. MD. 208840431 
campus 
ing, Classroom Building 104, 7 
p.m. 
ASUOP Senate, McCaffrey 
Center Conference Room, 9 p.m. 
Tuesday, Nov. 9 
COPA Ongoing Lecture 
Series, Common Room, 12 p.m. 
African American Student 
Union meeting, Bechtel Center, 
12 p.m. 
Amnesty International meet­
ing, McCaffrey Center 
Conference Room, 5:30 p.m. 
Language Tables, Bechtel 
Center, 5:30 p.m. 
RHA Hall Council, McCaffrey 
Center Conference Room, 6:30 
p.m. 
Delta Sigma Pi, Weber 109, 8 
r.rn 
UPBEAT Films, JACK THE 
BEAR, McCaffrey Center 
Theatre, 8 p.m. 
Wednesday, Nov. 10 
WOW, MY LIFE AND 
WORK IN CROATIA, Bechtel 
Center, 12:30 p.m. 
American Marketing Club, 
Weber 109, 5:30 p.m. 
UPBEAT Films, JACK THE 
BEAR, McCaffrey Center 
Theatre, 8 p.m. 
Alpha Phi Omega, Knoles 
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